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Abstract
Internet of Things has increasingly significant effects in both business and daily
life. However, there are more and more data need to be stored for Internet of
Things and relational database has limitations in scalability, performance and
usage scope. Thus, this thesis designs and implements a NoSQL database repre-
senting Not Only SQL for Internet of Things on top of SensibleThings platform,
which  is  a  distributed  structure  enabling  devices  to  communicate  with  each
other. The project provides load balance which improves the reliability and pro-
vides more services of database. Meanwhile, make a comparison in load bal-
ance between different methods during the implementation. Moreover, this the-
sis realizes not only operations including add, delete, update, exact search on
NoSQL, but also designs two range query methods and makes a comparison be-
tween them. Furthermore, because of the lack of security in most of NoSQL
databases, the author designs a security mechanism including access control for
it. Finally, a proof-of-concept application based on a specific scenario is com-
pleted. All the designed operations have been implemented and security mecha-
nism has also been provided successfully. From the results, load balance on In-
ternet of Things is achieved, two range query methods have been compared in
loads and response time respectively. Moreover, advantages and disadvantages
of these two range query methods are concluded from the comparison.

Keywords: NoSQL, Internet of Things, SensibleThings platform, Range Query,
Load Balance, Security
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1 Introduction
This is a bachelor thesis  in Computer Faculty of Mid-Sweden University. The
thesis is about NoSQL representing Not Only SQL database for the Internet of
Things.

1.1 Background and problem motivation

Relational database has been used mainly to store much information ranging
from financial records, business data to personal data for more than 30 years,
with applications like MySQL [1], Oracle databases  [2] and Relational Data-
base Management System (RDBMS) [3]. However, growing number of distrib-
uted systems applying peer to peer communications [4] are used on the IoT and
there is an exponential growth of data volume generated by users. So, relational
database needs high costs to maintain the relations among data. Thus, it is more
and more necessary to get high availability, efficiency and increased scalability,
which are the huge challenges for traditional database.

Moreover, there are  increasingly kinds of attributes such as pictures, videos,
comments and texts to exchange and share  for IoT. Thus, the strict relational
database  becomes  a  burden  for  it.  Meanwhile,  platforms  such  as Amazon’s
cloud infrastructure [5], Big Data Analytics [6], lead to the limitations of tradi-
tional database. In contrast, one Not Only SQL database called NoSQL provides
fast access time,  storage of complex data, high scalability and partition toler-
ance  so  that  enables a  large  amount  of  requests  on  database.  For  example,
Google’s Bigtable [7] and Facebook's Cassandra [8] have used the NoSQL data-
base successfully.

The  research  is  based  on  IoT,  which  many different  devices  such  as  smart
phones, raspberry Pi devices, and desktop run on. Applications based on the IoT
poses challenges to traditional relational database system. Therefore, this thesis
proposes to create an application of NoSQL database on the IoT. Thus, this ap-
plies NoSQL technologies on the IoT, which means to create a scalable and in-
telligent method for implementing a NoSQL database on top of SensibleThings
platform.  During the implementation, make a comparison in load balance be-
tween different methods. In addition to this, the project realizes operations in-
cluding add, delete, exact search, range query and update. Furthermore, make a
comparison between two different range query methods. Finally, security and
access control are also provided in NoSQL.

1.2 Overall aim 

The project’s aim is to implement a NoSQL database on IoT, especially on top
of the SensibleThings platform  made by MIUN. In other words,  to create a
proof-of-concept application applying NoSQL technologies on  IoT.  Thus,  IoT
can provide peers to share information by using the NoSQL database in distrib-
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uted system. Therefore, the problem is to design and implement a NoSQL data-
base on the IoT. Moreover, make a comparison in load balance between differ-
ent  implementation  methods.  Afterward,  realize  operations  including  add,
delete,  range query,  exact  search  and update  on NoSQL. During  the  imple-
mentation, security and access control are also considered.

1.3 Concrete and verifiable goals

The following are the concrete and verifiable goals of this project.

1. Find different types of NoSQL databases  and choose the most appropriate
type for the IoT

2. Implement the NoSQL database as an extension to the ST platform and make
a comparison in load balance

3. Realize operations which are add, delete,  range query, exact search and up-
date, and make a comparison between two different range query methods

4. Provide security and access control in the implementation

5. Create a proof-of-concept application in a typical IoT scenario

6. Evaluate the end results and propose future work

1.4 Scope

The study has its focus on one type of NoSQL databases called key-value store,
which is most appropriate for SensibleThings platform. This work only includes
the SensibleThings platform.  This  thesis has not focused on the  join and re-
moval of nodes dynamically, replication of the database. It focuses on the load
balance,  operations  including  range  query  and security  with  access  control.
During the implementation, it makes a comparison not only in load balance, but
also in range query.

1.5 Outline

Chapter 2 describes the theory used in NoSQL database. Chapter 3 presents the
methodology which is adopted according to those concrete goals. Chapter 4 de-
signs model and specific methods for the implementation. Results and conclu-
sions are presented in Chapter 5 and 6.

1.6 Contributions

The whole work is designed and implemented by myself, except the segmented
hash partition method  which is proposed by both me and my partner Sainan
Zhu.
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2 Theory
With the advancement in database and IoT developments, the NoSQL database
is gaining popularity. In order to design a NoSQL database for IoT, here are the
related theory.

2.1 Internet of Things

Internet of Things presented as IoT in the following context, is a network of
physical things, which can be smart phones, raspberry Pi devices, mobile soft-
wares, sensors and so on. Those physical things can communicate and corporate
with each other to share information. There are many advantages of IoT in both
business and daily life. For example, doors can be opened or closed by finger-
prints, bulbs can be turned on or off by voice, sensors can be responded by tem-
perature values. In general, smart home can be accomplished by IoT, which im-
proves the convenience and quality of life. What's more, from a businessman's
view, the efficiency of manufacturing process can also be improved by using
IoT technologies. Thus, we can see that IoT has a big impact on how we inter-
act with each other, with the entire world.

A picture of the current state of the art on the IoT is given by the survey [9].
There is a description of different versions of IoT. More specifically, this survey
[9] introduces the first version of IoT, where all the physical things are tagged
and identified by  RFID responders.  Because of the development of technolo-
gies, the enabling technologies such as RFID system, sensor networks and so on
appeared in everyday-life. Despite those advanced technologies, difficulties as-
sociated with major research issues in real world still hinder the development of
IoT in the future. In other words, IoT is feasible based on the current technolo-
gies. However, as the data has grown dramatically, there are  more and more
challenges in scalability and efficiency of IoT.

In this thesis, NoSQL is created based on SensibleThings platform, which is an
application of IoT. ST platform is a typical architecture for enabling IoT, which
is created  by Mid-Sweden University.  This is a five-layered architecture  [10],
providing direct communications between connected devices such as raspberry
Pi, computers, sensors and other devices. Thus, as the increasingly data are pro-
duced by physical  objects  in  IoT,  relational  databases  can  not  meet  the  de-
mands, it is necessary to implement a NoSQL Database as an extension on the
ST platform,  which improves the efficiency of data process and management.
Moreover, IoT applications based on the NoSQL will probably have significant
effects on multiple dimensions of our life.

2.2 Database Technologies

This section describes database technologies including relational database and 
NoSQL database.

3
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2.2.1 Relational Database

Relational database is a traditional database storing relational model of data,
which are organized in one or more tables of rows and columns with unique
row key [11]. This is called relational database because data are related to each
other by tables, which means it uses primary keys and foreign keys to represent
the relationship among tables. Because of those relations, it is convenient to do
complex query or range query in relational database. Besides, because of tables,
it is easy to understand and use relational database. On the other hand, it has
better security and has a  property of ACID which means it has advantages on
transactions and consistency. 

2.2.2 NoSQL Database

NoSQL stands for Not Only SQL [12], which means NoSQL can store not only
those relational data in traditional database, but also non-relational data. NoSQL
can store unstructured or complex data. In general, there are four main types of
NoSQL Database  [13] which are column families, key-value store, document
store and graph database. People can choose the most suitable database accord-
ing to data model in the specific scenario. Key value store is the simplest one
among these four types. In other words, other types of data models are con-
structed on top of key value store. In key value store, map is used as the data
model to store data. Thus, data is stored as a collection of key-value pairs.

Although relational database has many advantages, relational database only can
store structured data, such that unstructured or complex data are unfeasible to
be stored in relational database. Moreover, it is expensive and takes much space
to maintain the relationship among data. As more and more data are produced in
the contemporary society, this is a big disadvantage of relational database. As a
matter of fact, it is also hard for relational database to realize horizontal scala-
bility. Thus, with the development of Internet and increasingly volume of data,
there is a need to  use NoSQL database to  store a large amount of data  with a
high performance.

In this thesis, database is constructed for IoT, which means there are too much
unstructured data need to be stored. If using relational database for IoT, it has
limitations in horizontal scalability and has a high cost in maintaining the rela-
tionship among data. On the contrary, it is suitable and convenient  for IoT to
choose NoSQL database to store those data in distributed structure which also
improves the speed of storing and retrieving those data. Thus, NoSQL has been
chosen for IoT in this thesis to overcome those disadvantages of relational data-
base.

2.2.3 Hash Partition

Before constructing a NoSQL database, partition should be considered in ad-
vance, which is to divide a logical database into several independent parts [14].
Hash partition uses a hash function to decide the data should be matched to
which partition. Because hash function is non-reversible, using hash partition
has  a  better  security mechanism.  Besides,  hash  function  guarantees  that  the
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message digest can be dispersed at random. Thus, hash partition is beneficial
for load balance.

Different hash functions have different features leading to correspondingly ad-
vantages and disadvantages. For example, MD5 is useful because it is easy to
compare and store the small hash values than original messages. Murmurhash
can generate message digests at a fast pace. Thus, based on those particular fea-
tures, hash function can be used appropriately in different scenarios. In addi-
tion, you can also create a new hash function by yourself, which can be more
suitable for data model.

2.2.4 Range Query

Range query is a query retrieving records between boundaries according with
the range of keys. While there is a SQL standard, there is no NoSQL standard.
Thus, only some NoSQL databases support range query. For the goal of range
query, there is always a trade-off between range query and costs.

There are various approaches to deal with range query. The most native method
is to do range query by comparing each record to see if it falls in the certain
range. However, it is too inefficient and infeasible to do in real world. Another
method is to create indexes for range query. Nowadays, many NoSQL database
such as Oracle Coherence adopts indexes to do range query, which has a high
performance and also significant for complex query. In general, different range
query methods based on structures have diverse benefits and shortcomings.

2.3 Security of Database

This section describes the security of database, especially for NoSQL.

2.3.1 Security in NoSQL Database
Compared to relational database, less concerns on security are given in NoSQL
database. Usually, NoSQL database stores bulk of data to get high availability
and scalability, which means NoSQL has a high speed in  data storage and re-
trieval. However,  in most NoSQL databases, there is no proper mechanism to
provide confidentiality and privacy of data.

According to a survey on security issues about NoSQL [15], there is an outline
of several problems about security concluded as follows:

1) Encryption of Data: The data in most NoSQL are kept unencrypted and it is
necessary to provide a mechanism to encrypt data automatically.

2)  Client Interface: All the communications on the platform are unencrypted.
Transport such as SSL should be used.

3) Query Language: If query language provided by the database is the SQL-like
query language, it will be vulnerable to injection attacks.
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4)  Denial of  Service: Provided this NoSQL system uses a Thread-Per-Client
model, it would be easy and feasible to allocate all resources because of faked
connection attempts.

5) Authentication: Users should be authenticated to operate on data  in case of
unknown users.

6) Authorization: Protections about authority interfaces should also be guaran-
teed.

7) Auditing: A better system should provide inner auditing mechanism.

In  the  encryption of data,  symmetric-key algorithm with advanced encryption
standard(AES) is adopted in the thesis. Symmetric-key algorithm generates the
same cryptographic key for both encryption and decryption of data [16]. Com-
pared  to  the  asymmetric  algorithm,  symmetric-key algorithm  uses  the  same
cryptographic key representing a  shared  secret key among parties in the  com-
munication.  Because of the secret key, it is  faster and extremely secure.  Only
the one who possesses the secret key can decrypt the message. However, it has
weakness in transmitting the secret key. Furthermore, advanced encryption stan-
dard(AES) is a specification for the encryption of data.  AES is intended for
commercial applications which has a block size of 128 bits. The figure 1 is the
algorithm of AES.

Figure 1: Encryption and Decryption of AES
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In AES, here are four transfers which are Substitute bytes,  ShiftRows, Mix-
Columns and AddRoundKey. Substitute bytes is to perform a byte-by-byte sub-
stitution of the block, ShiftRows means a simple permutation, MixColumns is a
substitution that makes use of arithmetic over GF(28) [17] and AddRoundKey is
a simple bit wise XOR of the current block.

Based on those theory, in order to compensate for the lack of security mecha-
nism in NoSQL database, SensibleThings platform provides SSL transport and 
this thesis proposes a security design which includes authentication, encryption 
of data based on symmetric encryption with AES and access control.

2.4 Related Work

Related work introduces what competitors have done. In particular, competitor 
1 realizes a key-value store, competitor 2 describes a scheme for range queries 
while competitor 3 presents a security mechanism.

2.4.1 Competitor 1

[18] presents  a  high-available  key-value  store  called  Amazon  DynamoDB,
which uses consistent hash to do the partition. In consistent hashing, each node
is assigned to a random number representing its location on the chord. Each
data  with  a  key  determines  which  node  takes  responsible  for  storing  it  by
checking if the hash value of this key yields the position of the node.

2.4.2 Competitor 2

[19] introduces  the  scheme  for  range  queries  in  Cassandra  using  CCIndex
scheme. CCIndex has a ComplementalTable for each index column. Moreover,
CCIT means original table with the ComplementalTable. When the application
does a query operation, CCIndex client estimates result size for the condition
firstly, then uses this condition to do the query on CCIT, afterward, filters the
results and responses to the application.  

2.4.3 Competitor 3

[20] describes a mechanism to protect privacy in key-value search systems. In
this paper, a system called Peekaboo is proposed. In the Peekaboo, both data
owner privacy and client privacy are protected. Key value pairs are stored sepa-
rately over multiple servers. Furthermore, Peekaboo also guarantees that only
authorized clients without the lack of privacy can operate on data. In general,
this paper proposes Peekaboo to get not only security, but also flexibility and
high efficiency.

7
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3 Methodology
In order to implement the NoSQL database on top of the SensibleThings plat-
form,  gathering information about NoSQL is required and then after the ana-
lysis, Java language is chosen to do the implementation. In general, concrete
goals 1 – 6 are attempted through these methods as follows:

The first goal is to find different types of NoSQL databases and choose the most
appropriate type for the IoT. To realize this goal, the method is to search on the
internet and investigate existed databases of different types of NoSQL. Doing a
survey on the features of IoT, making an  analysis of various NoSQL. After-
wards, choose the most appropriate type of NoSQL database for IoT based on
the features of IoT.   

The second goal is to  implement the NoSQL database as an extension to the
platform  and make a comparison  in load balance during the implementation.
For making a NoSQL database for IoT,  especially on the SensibleThings plat-
form, firstly,  study the knowledge about  SensibleThings platform on the web-
site  “SensibleThings.se”  made  by  MIUN.  Secondly,  investigate  the  existed
NoSQL database used by Amazon and do a research about the algorithm about
the implementation.  Thirdly,  based on those studies,  determine to use  which
model to implement  NoSQL database.  Finally,  design the concrete algorithm
about the chosen model and then implement the NoSQL database using Java in
Netbeans. Afterwards, because load balance can provide more services and de-
crease the traffic during communications on the platform, which means load
balance increases the reliability of NoSQL database for IoT, the thesis makes a
comparison in load balance based on the chosen model during implementation.

The third goal is to realize operations including add, delete, update, exact search
and range query on the NoSQL database. Furthermore, make a comparison be-
tween two range query methods. For the operations, investigate how the existed
NoSQL database realize these operations. Then, design two range query meth-
ods. After that, use Netbeans Java to implement them. Considering range query
method in Cassandra is based on column family, quick range query in Redis is
based on server structure rather than peer to peer, it is infeasible to do a compar-
ison with range query method in existed database. Consequently, make a com-
parison between two range query methods based on the implementation on ST
platform, especially in loads and response time.

The fourth goal is to provide security and access control in the implementation.
At first, it is necessary to  search security threats on the existed NoSQL.  Sec-
ondly, investigate the encryption methods and privacy policies from existed sys-
tems. Then, according to the searched results, design and implement the secu-
rity mechanism with access control in NoSQL database on top of ST platform.

8
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The fifth goal is to create a proof-of-concept application in a chosen scenario.
For this goal,  choose a scenario  and  then  create the application  on top of the
SensibleThings platform in Netbeans Java.

The final goal is to evaluate results and propose the future work. For this goal,
based on the implementation and results of NoSQL, run the application for dif-
ferent times and collect the tested results.  Then, evaluate the results  in effi-
ciency, scalability and performance. Meanwhile, conclude the advantages and
disadvantages of different methods. Finally, based on the state of art of and the
chosen type of NoSQL, propose potential future work.

9
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4 Design
The overview of this project is shown in figure 2. NoSQL extension based on
the chord design is created on the SensibleThings platform for IoT. Four main
designs including key design, hash partition design, operations design and secu-
rity design, are made in NoSQL.

Figure 2: Overview of Design

4.1 SensibleThings Platform

In order to realize NoSQL database for Internet of Things, SensibleThings plat-
form is  a  good choice. ST is a particular platform for IoT created by MIUN,
which provides direct communication between computers, sensors or small de-
vices such as smartphones connected to the Internet. For building IoT based on
applications, ST platform has a fully distributed architecture.

ST also  has a layered architecture  [10] including five layers—interface layer,
add-in layer, dissemination layer, networking layer and the sensor and actuator
layer. The interface layer is the interface between ST and application, the add-in
layer  is  used  for  extensions  with  additional  functionality,  the  dissemination
layer  handles  finding and retrieving data  from other  entries,  the  networking
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layer addresses IP connectivity and lastly the sensor and actuator layer focuses
on the connection with sensors and actuators. 

In addition to this, ST platform provides  peer to peer  reliable communication,
mobility of devices and persistence of data. Thus, it is convenient, flexible and
reliable to create NoSQL database functionality for IoT based on ST platform.

4.2 Chord Design

Based on the peer to peer communications on the ST platform, a NoSQL data-
base can be constructed by adopting chord design. 

Figure 3 is an overview of chord design.

Figure 3: Chord Design

Each node has an identifier, which is the SHA-1 hash value of the IP address of
the node. This identifier determines which place the node should be inserted in
the circle.  And each data also has a key as the identifier of data, so this chord
design can  determine which keys  can be stored in which nodes  based on the
identifier of node and key of data. Because of the SHA-1 hash function, identi-
fiers of nodes are selected evenly, pseudo-randomly and dynamically. A node's
successor can be selected by choosing the nearest node in the circle in clock-
wise direction. The predecessor is the opposite of successor, which means it is
the nearest node in the circle in counter-clockwise direction.

This figure 3 shows an example of chord design. In this example, there are four
nodes from n to n+4 have joined the circle. To create the  successor table of
nodes  n,  the table  covers the node which  is  exactly half  of  the circle,  then
fourth, then an eight, and so on.

Figure 4 is an overview of look-up service in chord design.
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Figure 4: Look-up Service in Chord Design

As the figure 4 shows, each node n maintains a finger table FTn[]: FTn[i] = suc-
cessor(n+2i-1), where i means the table index and successor(n+2i-1) means the
successor of node n+2i-1. Afterward, look-up service can be realized by the algo-
rithm which is shown as follows:

If node n finds the responsible node for data with key key,  then k equals hash
value of key by hash partition in 4.3.2, and n will forward the request to node n',
which n' = FTn[i] =< k < FTn[i+1]. Specially, if n < k <FTn[1], then the request
is forwarded to FTn[1]. Algorithm of finding responsible node is shown as fol-
lows:

//Node n finds responsible node for data with key key 
findResponsibleNodeForKey(key)
Begin

  k = Segmented_Hash(key)//The segmented hash partition is discussed in 4.3.2

  if(n < k < FTn[1])

    return FTn[1].findResponsibleNodeForKey(k)

  else if(n' = FTn[i] =< k < FTn[i+1])

    return n'.findResponsibleNodeForKey(k)

  else

    return n
End

12
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For example, as the figure 4 describes, node 28 wants to find the successor of
data with key and hash value k of key is 12, then this node checks its finger ta-
ble and finds that  4 < 12 < 14, such that the  request will be forwarded to 4.
When the node 4 receives the request, it also checks its finger table and for-
wards the request to node 9 because of 9 < 12 < 14. After several times like this,
the node 14 receives the request and finds that this data with k = 12 should be
stored here. Finally, node 14 is the responsible node for data with this key.

In practical applications, the sensors which are nodes  as the figure shown al-
ways leave or join at a high frequency. As a consequence, it is time-consuming
and cost to find successors and update all the finger tables  in the chord.  Con-
sider this  circumstance,  this thesis provides a solution by using super nodes.
Users  determine whether to use super nodes according to particular scenarios.
Super nodes  are those stable  nodes  which seldom leave the chord.  In  other
words, super nodes leave the chord hardly. Therefore, super nodes are used for
storing data while others don't, which decreases the update time of finger tables
and improve the efficiency if there are normal nodes leave or join often.

Because the entries in finger table are at power of two intervals, this chord de-
sign has to contact O(logN) number of nodes for finding the successor.  More-
over, if the node joins or leaves dynamically, only the nearest node in clockwise
direction  has to store more data or remove part  of its data.  Thus, using this
chord design can get incremental scalability, which is a great advantage.

4.3 Database

As NoSQL extensions,  there  are  four  main  types  of  NoSQL Database  [13]
which are column families, key-value store, document store and graph database.
In the particular  scenario,  the database  is used for IoT in MIUN. Specifically,
each classroom has several sensors  such as temperature sensor, power sensor
and so on  to collect information of this classroom.  And  those sensors are the
normal nodes  which join in the chord on top of ST platform to construct IoT.
After those sensors collecting data, these data will be stored in NoSQL database
in distributed  super  nodes on the ST platform. Afterward, each sensor can  do
operations on the required data based on its access level. Thus, the data doesn't
need to be stored in the form of graph or document. Because sensors are of vari-
ous  types,  which  means the data  obtained have  various  types  as  well,  so it
comes to costs on storage space in relational databases. Moreover, the speed of
storing and retrieving data is of great importance. Also, because data are stored
in different  super  nodes on ST platform, the  loads of each node are different.
Thus,  load balance is  so significant because of the distributed structure on ST
platform. Based on those requirements,  one type of NoSQL database which is
key-value  database  can  store  different  data  with  different  types  without  the
waste of storage space. Furthermore, key-value store has a high speed of storing
and retrieving data and chord design used in key-value store assists in load bal-
ance in distributed structure. Thus, key-value store is the most convenient and
appropriate one  for IoT on ST platform,  which  can be implemented by  Hash
Map.
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4.3.1 Key Design

Before creating key-value database,  data  model should be considered  in ad-
vance, which may affect the efficiency of operations such as storing and query-
ing on database. In key-value database, it is important to design the key of key-
value data. The figure 5 illustrates an overview of key design of data.

Figure 5: Key Design

Key consists of three parts which are ID, Object-Type and Attribute.  ID is a
unique  one to identify this data.  Object-Type means which type this data be-
longs to. Attribute represents the some attributes of this data. When these three
parts concatenate, the key of this data is produced uniquely.

In  particular,  if  this  Key-Value  database  is  applied  to  the  specific  scenario
which is to store data collected by sensors in all rooms of Mid-Sweden Univer-
sity, then the key can be designed as shown in figure 6 according to the design
method above. Each classroom in MIUN has a room number such as L110,
where 'L' means the number of building and 110 is the number of room in L
building. If the ID of data only contains location, the data cannot be identified.
So, it also needs to record the time when the sensor in the classroom collects
data. Time has the format YYYY-MM-DD-HH:MM:SS which Y means year, M
represents month, D is day, H means hour, M is minute and S represents sec-
onds. For example, if the time value is 2015-03-05-08:10:10, it means the data
is collected at 08:10:10 at 5th of March in 2015. Then, location with time such
as  L110_150305 08:10:10 can identify the data uniquely, which is the ID of
data. Besides, temperature sensor collects data of temperature type while power
sensor obtains data of power type. It means each data has its own type such as
temperature. What's more, data gathered by sensors have no other attributes ex-
cept value. Consequently, the key design of data can be composed by ID part
and Object-Type part. Notice that ID can be represented uniquely by location
and time. Therefore, Key = Location_Time_Type.

Figure 6: Example of Key Design

The figure 6 is an example of key design, which means that this is a data repre-
senting temperature value in room L110 at 08:10:10 at 5th of March in 2015.

Because key is designed in this way, the data collected by sensors in classrooms
of MIUN can be identified uniquely. Furthermore, users can do queries by the
range of locations, time or types.
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4.3.2 Hash Partition Design

Hash partition is a method to partition the chord by using the hash value of key
of data, such that it can provide an evenly distribution of data. With the key de-
sign, considering the efficiency of operations on data and load balance, this the-
sis firstly proposes a new hash partition design, which is called segmented hash
partition method.  Compared to the existed hash partition method, segmented
hash partition method doesn't hash the whole key of data directly, it hashes the
segments of key and then concatenate these hash values.

Figure 7: Hash Partition Design

As the figure  7 describes,  there are three hash functions called Hash1, Hash2
and Hash3. The final hash value equals the concatenation of hash values by
Hash1, Hash2 and Hash3. For example, if there is a data:  (L110_2015-03-05-
08:10:10_Temperature, 20) which needs to be stored, then the hash value of this
key can be calculated as Hash Function1(L110) + Hash Function2(2015-03-05-
08:10:10)  +  Hash Funtion3(Temperature),  where  '+'  means  concatenation  of
string. Obviously, each hash function has its advantages and disadvantages. So,
Hash1, Hash2 or Hash3 can be chosen differently by their characteristics ac-
cording to particular scenarios. Here is the segmented hash function:

Segmented_Hash(Location_Time_Type){

 return Hash1(Location)+Hash2(Time)+Hash3(Type)
//Hash1, 2, 3 are different hash functions.
}

After the segmented hash partition is determined, the node will use findRespon-
sibleNodeForKey(key) in chord design to find which node should store this data
with key key. When this new hash partition method is applied in the key-value
store implementation, the data with same location will be stored in the same or
neighbored super nodes because Hash1(location) are the same. Because of that,
it saves time for operations because it only needs to do operations on neigh-
bored nodes. Thus, segmented hash partition method is beneficial for the effi-
ciency of operations on data, especially range query operation. Besides, because
hash partition uses hash functions, it can ensure the evenly distribution of data
which maintains the load balance.
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4.3.3 Operations Design

In addition to the hash partition design, it comes to operations design ideal for
NoSQL database. The operations design provides not only add, delete, update,
but also query operation including both exact search and range query. All the
operations are conducted by executing commands.

Before introducing those operations, you should know every key-value data has
an access level which is an integer number used for access control, and it will
be illustrated in security design in details. 

In query operation, there are two kinds of query which are exact search and
range query. Below is the specific designs of operations.

Add Operation

Add operation aims to store new data in the database, which can be conducted
by the command — “put  key value  access-level”.  For example, a temperature
sensor wants to store data  (L110_2015-03-05-08:10:10_Temperature, 20) with
access level 2, then the sensor will do the command “put  L110_2015-03-05-
08:10:10_Temperature 20 3 2”. Afterward, if the sensor has authority to do this
operation, it will use function findResponsibleNodeForKey in chord design to
find the responsible super node for storing this data and then the super node will
put this data in its key-value store.

Delete Operation

Delete operation is conducted by command — “delete key”. For example, a sen-
sor  wants  to  delete  data  with  key  L110_2015-03-05-08:10:10_Temperature,
then the sensor can realize it by executing this command “delete  L110_2015-
03-05-08:10:10_Temperature”. After that, if the sensor has authority to do this
operation, it will find the responsible super node for this data and the responsi-
ble node can remove this data from its key-value store successfully.

Update Operation

Update operation is to update the value of data with same key. Because the key
of data in key-value store is unique, which means it is not possible to have the
same key  in the database, update operation can be realized by command  —
“put key new_value new_access-level”. If the node has the authority to do this
command, the new value will cover the stale value of data with the same key. 

Exact Search

Exact search is to get data by knowing the whole key of this data. For example,
if the node wants to search data collected by a temperature sensor in room L110
at 08:10:10 at 5th of March in 2015, then it can do the exact search by executing
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command — “get L110_2015-03-05-08:10:10_Temperature”. After the success-
ful authorization, the node will search exactly by the whole key of data in 'get'
command.

Exact Search Algorithm:

//Node n searches data with key key
Get(key)
Begin

  Node RN = n.findResponsibleNodeForKey(key)

  RN returns (key, value) which stored in its key-value store to Node n
End

Range Query

For the goal of range query in key-value store, this thesis proposes two meth-
ods. One method is based on segmented hash partition,  a new hash partition
method introduced before. The other  method is  implemented by creating in-
dexes.

Notice that the query commands are not formal query language for NoSQL.
This thesis has no focus on the query language, it focuses on the comparisons
between two range query methods.

Method 1: Range Query Based on Segmented Hash Partition

This method  provides  range query operation by executing  'select'  command,
which is a query command. Here are the rules of select command:

Firstly, select command is like “select where location...,time...,type...”. It means
to select all the data meeting requirements on location, time and type.

Secondly, the first segment of key in key design should be known. In our sce-
nario, because Key = Location_Time_Type, Location must be provided in select
command.

Thirdly, character '=' follows exact information while '#' follows a range such as
'=L212' or '#2000-02-02-21:21:21~2015-02-03-21:21:21'

Fourthly, character '~' represents a range of time while 'V' represents a range of
locations  or  types information  such  as  '#2000-02-02-21:21:21~2015-02-03-
21:21:21', '#L212VL210' or '#temperatureVpower'

For  example,  if  the  node  executes  command  “select  where loca-
tion#L212VL210,type#temperatureVpower”, it means this node wants to obtain
all the temperature data and power data in both L212 and L210. Moreover, if
the select command is “select where time#2000-02-02-21:21:21~2015-02-03-
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21:21:21,location=L212”, then the super node will return all the data collected
in L210 form 21:21:21 at 2nd of February in 2000 to 21:21:21 at 3rd of February
in 2015.

This method based on Segmented Hash Partition follows the algorithm below.

//Node n does range query based on Segmented Hash Partition
Range Query Based on Segmented Hash Partition()
Begin

  confirm certain parts of key called sub_key because the first segment informa-
tion of key is always known from the select command

  N[ ] = n.findResponsibleNodesForKey(sub_key)

  for ( each node t in N[ ] ) {

        for ( each data d in t.database ) {

             if ( d satisfies requirements in select command)

                 Node t returns data d to Node n

        }

     }
End

//Node n finds responsible nodes for key started with sub_key
findResponsibleNodesForKey(sub_key)
Begin

  Node RN = n.findResponsibleNodeForKey(sub_key)

  N.add(RN)

  find successor n' of Node RN

  while(n' is responsible for storing data with key starting with sub_key){

    N.add(n')

    n' = n'.successor

  }

  return N[ ]
End

Method 2: Range Query Based on Indexes

This method is based on existed indexes, which means that  before doing this
range query, it is necessary to create indexes for these data in advance. An index
can address the link of wanted data directly, which improves the search effi-
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ciency. In the key-value database, the data can be retrieved at a high speed by
the whole key of data rather than part of the key. Obviously, range query is
based on part of the key. Therefore, it is difficult for key-value store to do the
range query. In order to realize range query in key-value store, indexes are used
for addressing the whole key in the database. For example, the indexes of sub-
key 'L212'  can  be  'L212_2011-02-02-21:21:21_Power',  which  are  the  whole
keys containing L212. Then, if the user wants to know all the data where loca-
tion is L212, the user can obtain all the whole keys containing L212 firstly by
getting the indexes of L212. Afterward, because of knowing those whole keys,
the user can get all the needed data in key-value store much more quickly. This
kind of range query is also conducted by executing 'indexquery' commands. 'in-
dexquery' represents it is the query method based on indexes and rules are as
follows:

Firstly, the command starts with indexquery such as “indexquery key1,key2...”.
It means to select all the data meeting requirements on key1, key2.

Secondly,  key1 or  key2 can be exact information such as  L212, or be ranges
such as time range '2011-02-02-21:21:21~2015-02-02-21:21:21'

Thirdly, character '~' represents a range of time while 'V' represents a range of
locations or  types information such  as  '2011-02-02-21:21:21~2015-02-02-
21:21:21','L212VL210' or 'temperatureVpower'

For  example,  if  command  is  “indexquery  temperatureVpower,2011-02-02-
21:21:21~2015-02-02-21:21:21”, then it means the user wants to obtain all the
data collected by both temperature sensor and power sensor from 21:21:21 at
2nd of February in year 2011 to 21:21:21 at 2nd of February in year 2015. More-
over, if the command is “indexquery L212,temperature”, it means selecting all
the data by temperature sensors in room L212.

Notice that before doing range query based on indexes  all_indexes, the node
should do Put(all_indexes) which guarantees all the indexes of data have been
stored in the database successfully. Otherwise, query based on index will fail.

Then, do the Range Query Algorithm below:

//Node n does range query based on indexes all_indexes, the query command is
indexquery key1, key2
Range Query Based on Indexes(key1,key2)
Begin
if(key1 represents a range){

  for(each key in the key1) Q1.add( Get(key) )
//Get(key) returns indexes which are the whole keys of key.

}
else if(key1 is an exact information){

Q1.add( Get(key1) )
}
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if(key2 represents a range){

  for(each key in the key2) Q2.add( Get(key) )
}
else if(key2 is an exact information){

Q1.add( Get(key2) )
}
get the intersection I = Q1.intersection(Q2)
//I is a union of whole keys in demand
for(each key k in I) Get(k)
//Get(k) returns data with the whole key k
End

Comparison between two methods:

After designing the two methods to implement range query, which are based on
segmented hash partition and indexes respectively,  there is a comparison be-
tween these two range query methods. For the method based on segmented hash
partition, it has a much higher speed and less storage space than method 2 be-
cause there is no need to store extra indexes in method1. However, this method
has no ability to realize all the types of range query. In particular, if the first
segment of key is unknown, then this range query method cannot be imple-
mented.

Compared to the mehtod1, method 2 is based on indexes, which there is no lim-
itation in types of query commands in this method. In other words, method 2
can realize all the types of query, which is better than method 1. However, in or-
der to maintain this, it is at the cost of more storage and additional put opera-
tions because it has to put all the indexes in advance. Moreover, the speed of
query is slower than method 1. Furthermore, when you update or delete data,
there is a need to update or delete the existed index before querying.

To conclude, each method has its own advantages and disadvantages. There-
fore,  the two methods are suitable for different scenarios and  you can choose
the most appropriate one after analyzing particular requirements of the specific
scenario.

4.3.4 Security Design

In spite of the various operations in key-value store, there is no encryption and
privacy policy to protect the database. So,  it is vulnerable for key-value  store
because of the lack of  security. In order to improve the security of key-value,
this thesis proposes the security design. There are three main parts in security
design, which are authorization, encryption and access control.

Firstly, authorization is implemented by comparing passwords.  Before putting
data in key-value store, there is a need for users to input passwords. This pass-
word authentication is made by salted hash [21]. The algorithm of this password
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authorization  is  divided  into  storing  password  and  validating  password  as
shown below:

//Storing password
Store Password(Super Node n, Normal Node t)
Begin

Generate a random string salt from identity of node t
Concatenate salt to the password pwd and hash it: Hash(pwd|salt)
n stores Hash(pwd|salt)

End

//Validating password, password password is input by normal node t
Validate Password(Normal Node t, Super Node n, Password password)
Begin

Generate a random string salt from identity of this node t
if(exists Hash(pwd|salt) in n equals Hash(password|salt))

validate successfully
else validate unsuccessfully

End

Secondly, encryption is implemented by secret key, which means plain texts are
encrypted by secret key and then the encrypted data are stored in the database.
Moreover, encryption is realized with access control, which is illustrated in de-
tails below.

Thirdly, access control guarantees that only users who have higher access rights
can operate on data with lower access rights. In other words, access control is
based on access levels. Each user and data is assigned to an access level, which
is an integer number. Super nodes in the chord has the lowest access level of 0.
Lower access level, higher access rights. For example, if there is a user with ac-
cess level i and data with access level j, then only when i≤ j , this user can
access the data. Therefore, access control is provided by the comparisons be-
tween access levels.

Before introducing security design, note that ST platform starts with bootstrap,
So there is always a bootstrap in the platform.

Here is the general algorithm of security design.  Firstly, bootstrap generates a
master key called MK randomly, which is used for generating other keys. Sec-
ondly, if there is a user who joins successfully, bootstrap will send MK to the
user. Thirdly, this user encrypts data in the request message q if the password is
validated successfully.  Otherwise,  the user exits  the algorithm. Fourthly,  this
user sends the encrypted information to database at the responsible super node.
After that, the database returns the result  of this request message q. Finally,
when the user gets the returned message from database, this user will do the de-
cryption and get the real value.
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The overview of security design is shown as follows:

Figure 8: Security Design

In detail, the first two steps in the figure 8 are the initialization process of secu-
rity design. Here is the algorithm of initialization in security design:

1. bootstrap generates a key MK randomly
2.  if  user with access level x joins  successfully, it will  generate  a secret key

SK x
enc where SK x

enc is generated by function GenKey(x )

Function GenKey(x ) {
GenKey(x )   = left( GenKey(x−1) ), GenKey(0) = MK

}

In this GenKey( ) function, left(input) returns the left half part of the input. 

After the initialization of security design, bootstrap and users will  obtain pos-
sessions as follows:

Figure 9: Possessions Table

As the figure 9 displays, after the initialization, bootstrap holds master key MK
and users hold access level x and secret key SK x

enc .  Then, the put algorithm
considering security problems is shown as follows:

1. User u∈U , with the access level  i and password  pwd, puts a key-value
pair (k, v) with access level j
2. u.findResponsibleNodeForKey(k) to find responsible super node
3. validates the password pwd, if validates successfully, go on, otherwise, exit
4. u calculates k' = Segmented_Hash(k)
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5. u uses GenKey (x ) to generate key SK j
enc

6. u calculates v'<--E(SKenc
j, k||v) || j

7. u.put(k',v')

Meanwhile, the get algorithm considering security is shown below.

1. User u∈U , with the access level i and password pwd, aims to get value of
a particular key k
2. u.findResponsibleNodeForKey(k) to find responsible super node
3. validates the password pwd, if validates successfully, go on, otherwise, exit
4. u calculates k' ← Segmented_Hash(k)
5. v' = u.get(k')
4.  u  gets  j  from  v',  uses  GenKey (x ) to  generate  key  SK j

enc and  uses

SK j
enc to get k and v

To conclude, this security design adopts password authorization, encryption by
secret key and access control. Because the hash function is irreversible, even
the hacker gets the hash value of key k, hacker also has no idea about the origi-
nal input value k. Furthermore, the function GenKey(x ) is a recursive func-
tion, which can generate secret key of data with access level j by the user with
access level i only if i≤ j . In other words, if the user's access level is higher
than the access level of data, even the user gets the encrypted data, he cannot
generate the secret key which is used to decrypt the encrypted one. So, this de-
sign makes it possible to realize access control, and it makes encryption and ac-
cess control together.
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5 Results
The results are based on the chosen scenario which is to store all the data col-
lected from different sensors at different time in classrooms of MIUN.

5.1 Interface

Here is a screen-shot of interface.

Figure 10: Interface Design

This  figure  shows the interface  for node.  Users can input  commands in  the
'Commands' text field and the text area will show the results of execution.

5.2 Basic Operations

This section introduce all the commands firstly, and then focuses on the basic
operations which are add, delete, update and exact search.

Figure 11 illustrates all the commands which can be used in this project. Firstly,
the node should join in the chord successfully by command 'join'. When the
node joins, there is a need for this node to input the password for authentication.
After joining successfully, this node can leave the chord by command 'leave'
and show the information of this node in the chord including finger table, suc-
cessor and local storage by command 'show'.
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Figure 11: Overview of Commands

Put command means putting data in the database, which is executed by com-
mand 'put key value access-level'. Meanwhile, get command is to get value of
data with key key  by command  'get  key'.  Besides, 'putalldata' is to put all the
data in a text file while 'putindex' is to put all the indexes which are also in a
text file rather than a row data input by the  user.  Moreover, 'delete' is used to
delete the data with key key by inputting the command 'delete key'. Range query
function is realized by both command 'select' and 'indexquery' which are intro-
duced in operations design before. Besides, command 'clear' is to clear screen.
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Figure 12: Add, Update, Delete and Exact Search with Access Control

The figure 12 is to show the results of basic operations.  This is a node called
TemperatureSensor, and this node joins successfully with access level 2. After
that, the node puts one temperature record (W222_2015-02-02-21:21:20_tem-
perature 8) with access level 2. Because this data's access level equals node's,
this node has authority to put it. So, this node can get the data successfully by
'get  W222_2015-02-02-21:21:20_temperature'.  However,  as  the  figure  12
shows, when the node puts another data (W222_2011-02-03-21:21:21_temper-
ature 2) with access level 0, this node has no access to this data because of the
lower access rights. 

Then,  this  node  does  update  operation  by  'put  W222_2015-02-02-
21:21:20_temperature  5 2', which updates the temperature value from 8 to 5.
After putting successfully  and this  node succeeds in getting the data by 'get
W222_2015-02-02-21:21:20_temperature' as well. From the result of get opera-
tion, the value has been 5 now. Thus, the data has been updated successfully.

Besides,  this node  does delete operation by command 'delete  W222_2015-02-
02-21:21:20_temperature'.  After  that,  the  node  gets  the  data  by  'get
W222_2015-02-02-21:21:20_temperature'  and we can see that  no data is  re-
turned which means the data has been deleted successfully.

During the results, exact search is realized  successfully  by 'get'  command as
shown in figure 12.

5.3 Range Query

This section introduces the results of range query. Notice that the commands are
not formal query language.

5.3.1 Method 1: Range Query Based on Segmented Hash Partition

Here is the result of range query based on segmented hash partition:
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Figure 13: Range Query Based on Hash Partition

This method is based on segmented hash partition.  The figure  13 shows the
range query results by super node with access level 0, which means super node
has the highest rights to access any data.  Firstly, this node selects all the data
from database where location is L212. Secondly, it selects all data  about tem-
perature and humidity in both room L212 and L210. Thirdly, this super node se-
lects all the data from  2005-02-02-21:21:21 to 2015-02-03-21:21:21 in room
L212.

5.3.2 Method 2: Range Query Based on Indexes

Here is the result of range query based on existed indexes:
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Figure 14: Range Query Based on Indexes

This method 2 is based on existed indexes and the query commands start with
'indexquery'. The results of range query are shown in figure 14. Firstly, this su-
per node selects all the data in room L212. Secondly, it selects all the data about
temperature from  2011-02-02-21:21:21 to  2015-02-02-21:21:21.  Thirdly,  this
node gets all the data about temperature and humidity in both room L212 and
L210. Note that this query method has to be based on existed indexes, which
means user should execute command 'putindex' before doing this kind of query.

5.4 Security and Access Control

Security and access control can be divided by authentication, encryption of data
and access control as follows:

5.4.1 Authentication and Encryption

The figure 15 shows the results of authentication and encryption. This authenti-
cation is a password authentication. Password is input in the password filed of
interface when the node joins. If the password is wrong, after the node finishes
putting data, the project will hint that 'put failed',  which means the data hasn't
been written successfully. Otherwise, if the password is validated successfully,
the data will be stored encryptedly in the database as shown in figure 15.
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Figure 15: Password Authentication and Encryption of Data

Encrypted data is hard to be decrypted because of the hash function and secret
key, so that even the hacker gets data from database during the transmission, it
is difficult to decrypt the data.

5.4.2 Access Control

The results of access control  are shown  in figure 16.  There is a node called
TemperatureSensor with access level 2. As shown in figure 16, when it puts or
gets data with access level 1 or 0, the node has no access to them. However, the
node can put or get data with access level 2 or 3. Thus, access control has been
made successfully.

Figure 16: Access Control Results
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From the figure 16, 'GetResult' means to get the result successfully, while 'No
access!' means this node has no enough access rights to access the results.  In
other words, even the user gets the data, he has no access to the data because of
the lack of access rights.  Besides, the delete  and search operation also  have
been made with access level.

5.5 Load Balance

Because data are stored in distributed super nodes, loads of super nodes are dif-
ferent. This section describes the overview of loads to provide the load balance.
Also, make a load balance comparison between different hash functions and dif-
ferent key designs.

5.5.1 Overview of Load Balance

Firstly, figure 17 shows the overview of load balance.

Figure 17: Overview of Load Balance

This illustrates  the load balance figure by  storing 500 data  over 50 nodes.  In
this experiment, it adopts the segmented hash partition. The key of data is di-
vided into three parts and the location segment is hashed by Murmur-hash func-
tion, which produces 32 bits  hash value. Besides, Fowler-Noll-Vo (FNV) hash
function  hashes  the  time  segment  of  key  into  32  bits and  modulo  function
hashes the type segment into 10 bits. From this figure, we can see that the min-
imum load is 100 and the maximum load is about 300. Moreover, there is a
moderate growth in  the number of  loads of nodes. Thus,  this segmented hash
partition method maintains load balance over the joined 50 super  nodes.  Sup-
posed that there are much more tested data and nodes, the performance of load
balance can be better.
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Moreover, figure 17 shows that the number of tested nodes are 50 which can be
added from 1. If the test environment is better, the tested nodes can be added
continuously. Thus, it has a good scalability.

5.5.2 Comparison Between Hash Functions

This is the loads comparison between different hash functions.

Figure 18: Load Balance Comparison Between Hash Functions

The figure  18 displays  the  load  balance  comparison between different  hash
functions  in  key design.  There  are  two lines  where  the  red  line  uses  Mur-
mur-hash function to hash the first segment of key into 64 bits, while the blue
line adopts Jenkins hash function. In this experiment, 16 super nodes join suc-
cessfully and this figure shows the relationship between the number of loads
and each node number. There are 500 data in total and the maximum number of
loads is about 100, compared to this, the minimum loads number of node is
about 2. Furthermore, the number of loads fluctuates slightly over the 16 nodes
in  both  two  lines.  Before  the  node  10,  there  is  no  big  difference  in  loads
between the two hash functions. After node 10, the blue line is more stable than
the red line, which means the performance on load balance is better by using
Jenkins hash function than Murmurhash hash function in this experiment. In
general, Both Jenkins and Murmurhash hash function have a good performance
on load balance. Users can choose which hash function to use according to spe-
cific scenario.

5.5.3 Comparison Between Key Designs

This is the loads balance comparison between key designs.
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Figure 19: Load Balance Comparison Between Key Designs

This is the load balance comparison between different key designs as the figure
19 shows. Here are 500 data which need to be stored at 21 nodes. Key of data is
divided into three segments. In this experiment, the hash value of first segment
in red line is assigned to 64 bits, while 32 bits in blue line. This figure illustrates
that in the first 12 nodes, red line does better in load balance than blue one.
However, from the 12th node, the blue line is more smooth than red. To con-
clude, in this experiment, blue line which assigns the first segment 32 bits per-
forms better than red line. In general, there is no big difference in load balance
between the two different key designs. You can choose the most appropriate one
by deciding how many bits assigned to the first segment of the key are better
based on requirements of scenario. In this thesis's scenario, the key design in
blue line is chosen.

5.6 Comparison of Range Query Methods

This section describes the comparison of range query methods including loads
comparison and response time comparison.

5.6.1 Loads Comparison in Range Query

This is the loads comparison in range query.
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Figure 20: Loads Comparison Between Two Range Query Methods

In this figure, the blue line shows the number of loads in the range query based
on segmented hash partition, while the red line describes performance on loads
in range query based on indexes. Obviously, both of the two lines are smooth,
which means both of them have a good performance on load balance. However,
loads in blue line are much higher than red line, which means query based on
indexes has a higher cost of storage.

5.6.2 Response Time Comparison in Range Query

The table 1 is to compare the response time between two range query methods.
Method 1 is the range query method based on segmented hash partition, while
method 2 is the method based on indexes. Notice that N is the number of nodes
in the chord, m is the number of data in database at responsible nodes, r is the
amount of query results which should be returned and k is the number of key-
words in query commands. For example, if the query command is 'select where
location=key1,time=key2' or 'indexquery key1,key2', then k equals 2. Besides, t
represents the time for transmitting one message. Note that t may change be-
cause of different network bandwidth, speed of network and other factors of en-
vironment.

Table 1: Response Time Comparison Between Two Range Query Methods
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In range query, the response time is divided into three main parts which are time
for finding responsible nodes, time for searching in database and time for trans-
mitting messages during implementation.

In method 1, it only needs to find responsible node once, so the time complexity
is O(logN) because of the binary search in chord design. When it finds the re-
sponsible node successfully, it will search for the data in demand in database at
the responsible nodes. While searching for the required data, the time complex-
ity for search is O(m), where m is the number of data in the database. In other
words, if it is in the worst case, the node has to check all the data in the data-
base to see if it satisfies the requirements, which are m totally. Meanwhile, dur-
ing the implementation, the node who does query command has to send a re-
quest message to the responsible node and then the responsible node will return
r number of messages containing query results. Thus, the number of messages
need to be transmitted during the implementation are 1+r. Besides, t is the time
for transmitting one message. So, time for transmitting messages during imple-
mentation is (1+r)*t. To sum up, the total time in range query based on seg-
mented hash partition is O(logN)+O(m)+(1+r)*t.

In method 2, response time is also divided into these three parts. If there are k
number of keywords in query command, it has to get indexes of these keywords
separately. Consequently, in order to get these indexes, the time for finding re-
sponsible nodes for the k number of keywords are O(k*logN). Afterward, when
the node obtains indexes, which are the r number of whole keys in demand, it
has to continue finding responsible nodes for those whole keys. In other words,
the  time  for  finding responsible  nodes  for  the  r  number  of  whole  keys  are
O(r*logN). Thus, the total time for finding responsible nodes is O((k+r)*logN).
When knowing the responsible nodes, it comes to the time for searching in the
database, which is the same with method 1.  So, the time for searching in the
database is O(m) as well. Furthermore, in order to get the index, it needs to send
a request message to responsible node and responsible node will return  a re-
sponse message containing result. So, there are two messages and it needs 2*t
time for each get operation. And because it needs to get indexes for k times, the
total time for getting required indexes  is k*2*t.  After obtaining r number of
whole keys from existed indexes, it needs to get the data for r times based on
those whole keys. And because 2*t is needed for each get operation, the sum of
time for transmission  in getting  all data  in demands  is r*2*t.  Thus, time for
transmitting all the messages during the implementation is  (k+r)*2*t.  So, the
time for finding responsible nodes is O((k+r)*logN), time for searching in data-
base includes the time for searching indexes and data, which increases linearly.
So the time for searching can be represented by O(m) and time for transmitting
all the messages is (k+r)*2*t. To sum up, the total time in range query based on
indexes is O((k+r)*logN)+O(m)+(k+r)*(2*t).  Thus, if  logN is very high,  the
trend of response time in method 2 increases more rapidly than method 1.

Apparently, response time in method  2  based on indexes is  much  more than
method 1 based on segmented hash partition.
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In general, based on the comparison in load balance and response time between
the two range query methods, it can be concluded that in order to realize all the
types of range query, method based on the indexes has a higher cost in storage
space and response time.
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6 Conclusions
The overall purpose of this project is to implement a NoSQL for IoT, especially
on top of SensibleThings platform. The reasons why this project has been com-
pleted successfully are concluded as follows.

The first goal is to find different types of NoSQL databases and choose the most
appropriate  type  for  the  IoT.  This  goal  has  been  achieved.  The  author  has
founded four types of NoSQL and gained knowledge about them by searching
on WiKi pages, paper  and books.  Then the author do a survey on features of
IoT. Based on those knowledge, the author chose key-value store to implement
for IoT in 4.3.

The second goal is to  implement the NoSQL database as an extension to the
platform  and make a comparison  in load balance during the implementation.
This goal has been  achieved.  The author has studied on SensibleThings plat-
form from official web page and implemented a key-value store based on Hash
Map on top of the platform in Netbeans Java. Furthermore, load balance is con-
sidered and  implemented  by segmented hash partition.  Afterward, the author
tested the performance on load balance and drew the line in figure 17 success-
fully based on the tested results. Specifically, comparison is made in load bal-
ance between different hash functions and keys designs respectively in figure
18 and 19.

The third goal is to realize operations including add, delete, update, exact search
and range query on the NoSQL database. Furthermore, make a comparison be-
tween two range query methods. This goal has been achieved. The results of op-
erations have been shown in figure 12 successfully. Moreover, the comparison
is made in loads and response time respectively between these two range query
methods and the results are shown in figure 20 and table 1.

The fourth goal is to provide security and access control in the implementation.
This goal has been achieved.  This thesis uses symmetric encryption based on
secret key to realize the security mechanism. The results are shown in figure 15.
We can see that the data stored in the database are in encryption, which is hard
to decrypt the data even the hacker  thieved them.  Also, the access control is
provided because of the function GenKey(x ) . Thus, this goal is completed.

The fifth goal is to create a proof-of-concept application in a chosen scenario.
This goal has been achieved. The author implements the application in Net-
beans Java based on the chosen scenario. And this application is tested in differ-
ent devices having Windows 7 installed.  It proves that the application works
successfully.
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The final goal is to evaluate results and propose the future work. This goal has
been achieved. All the designs are implemented and proved that they work fine.
Results are shown in the figures with evaluations in Section 5. So the goal for
evaluation on results has been achieved. In the future, the author suggests im-
proving the efficiency of range query, which can be implemented by cache or
sorting data in the NoSQL. Moreover,  query language can be defined and de-
scribed  more formally.  For this goal, investigate the existed NoSQL language
called UnQL which is a standardized query language for NoSQL. Based on the
research,  define a  better  query language on top of  SensibleThings platform.
Meanwhile,  the security can be improved by improving the reliability of pass-
word authentication and setting an auditing management in the future.

6.1 General Conclusion

Because relational databases have limitations in scalability,  performance and
usage scopes for IoT, this thesis creates one of NoSQL type which is key-value
store on top of SensibleThings platform for IoT successfully. In addition to the
implementation of NoSQL, this thesis guarantees the load balance in NoSQL.
Moreover, the thesis provides not only basic operations such as add, delete and
update, but also range query operation which usually not be provided in most of
NoSQL  databases.  Meanwhile,  make  a  comparison  between  the  two  range
query methods  and conclude that  compared to method 1 based on hash parti-
tion, in order to realize all the types of range query, method 2 based on indexes
has a higher costs in loads and lower efficiency. Furthermore, the thesis designs
a security mechanism with access control and implements it based on symmet-
ric encryption with AES.

Afterward, the proof-of-concept application has been implemented in the cho-
sen scenario for IoT. The chosen scenario for IoT is to use NoSQL to store in-
formation collected by sensors in each classroom in MIUN. All the designs are
implemented in the application. The application has been tested for many times
and it works fine.  Based on the  tested results, the comparisons which are in-
tended to be are shown in the figures and evaluations are made based on them.

In general, the thesis has completed all the goals including load balance, range
query and security with access control in NoSQL for IoT. But it also has a big
drawback which is that the bootstrap is a bottleneck on the platform,  because
bootstrap has to start firstly before the application runs.

6.2 Ethical Considerations

Although NoSQL improves the life quality and is beneficial for both business
and daily life, it has some ethical considerations, which have adverse impacts
on daily life.

Firstly, it may be used for storing illegal data, which is a violation of law. Sup-
posed that if these illegal data are spread across the internet, it may affect the
normal operations by internet. Furthermore,  some  people can  get  these illegal
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data quickly and conveniently by using NoSQL and use those data to do harm
to the society.

Secondly, from a businessman view, NoSQL can be used to store personal data
of clients, then the company will know which products may be sold better from
those information.  Thus, in order to improve the profits of products, the com-
pany will validate the privacy of clients.

Moreover, if there are dishonest nodes on the platform, they may sell the stored
data to  the third party.  Then, the third party can seek useful information from
those data. In this case, using NoSQL is harmful to the users.

Finally, there is a possibility for nodes to store false information in NoSQL.
However, other nodes have no idea about that. They will  continue using these
false information, which may cause misunderstandings among nodes and cause
a confusion of the platform.

In general, when you decide to use the NoSQL database, please consider these
ethical considerations.
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